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What are WR stars?
Wolf-Rayet (WR) stars are massive stars (Mi >` 30 M) at the
final stage of their evolution (named after Wolf and Rayet,
who first identified three such stars in Cygnus in 1867). According to [Toalá et al. 2015], before turning into WR stars,
stars go through the stage of red supergiants or yellow hypergiants or LBVs. WR stars rapidly burn Helium and lose
their mass, most of which is lost during the LBV stage when
the star’s core runs out of Hydrogen and H fusion starts in
the outer layers. At this stage the star becomes unstable.
WR7, WN4

WR stars classification.

The GAIA mission.
WR119-2, WC8

WR6, WN4

WR111b, WN7

Put into orbit on December 19, 2013.
Range: optical.
The main goal: to make the largest, most precise three-dimensional
map of our Galaxy by surveying an unprecedented one per cent of the
galaxy's population of 100 billion stars.
Gaia is placed in an orbit around the Sun, at the second Lagrange
point L2.
During its lifetime GAIA will observe 1 billion sources about 70 times

Results and further discussion.

WR120-5, WC8

According to our data only 5% of WR stars have nebulae.
Early WN stars (e.g. WN4) tend to have larger nebulae than late WN
stars (e.g. WN9,WN10). It doesn’t apply to WC stars, only few of which
have nebulae.

Further research:
Analyse the WR stars data in H-alpha range. Perhaps it can give more
insights on WR stars evolution.
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to estimate the brightness and position of each source.

Our goal.
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The WISE catalog contains stars data
for both hemispheres. It only lacks
data for dense regions such as the
center of our galaxy and dense star
clusters and associations.

WR stars are commonly systematized according to spectral
lines of different elements. WN stars have Nitrogen lines,
WC have Carbon lines, WO – have Oxygen lines in their
spectra [McClelland & Eldridge 2016]. WN and WC stars are
further subdivided in early and late subtypes. Early WN(C)
stars include WN(C)1-WN(C)5 stars. Later WN(C) stars are
WN(C)6-WN(C)11 [Crowther (2007)].

This research aims at exploring the evolution of massive
stars after they run out H in their inner layers and finding
the correlation between the structure and sizes of their
nebulae and their evolutionary stages. Our hypothesis was
that WR stars at later evolutionary stages will tend to have
larger nebulae than earlier WR stars.
Our procedure was as follows:
1) Search the Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE) infrared
images catalog for WR stars with nebulae.
2) Create rgb images for all selected stars and measure angular sizes of their nebulae.
3) Search GAIA catalog for distances to selected WR stars.
4) Calculate linear sizes of nebulae.
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